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Introduction:-  

•  RADAR systems deals with the study of that technology that is intelligent enough to   

 Find, identify, visualize and destroy the Enemy without the enemies’ scope of vision. 

•  RADAR systems are in general were invented for military purpose only.  

•  Realization of RADAR is a technical issue cannot be easily identified. 
 

 Historical Approach:-  On behalf of numerous efforts done by different scientist it was a 

German inventor, physicist and an Entrepreneur Christian Huelsmeyer(1881-1957) who 

was successful in discovering and used to build a simple ship detection device called 

Telemobiloscope whose objective is to avoid collision in fog which was a problem in 

those days later he was patented on 30 April 1904. The device uses radio waves to 

detect presence of distant objects operated at 40-50cm band. Due to the popularity of 

the device in the public 8 different nations like USSR, UK, Germany, Japan, US, 

Netherlands, France, Italy they actually shared information about this technology during 

1934-1939 and started working on the project independently as a classified research 

project. Finally it was in 1939 the research project was named as Radio Detection and 

Ranging by US signal corps. After world war-II nations like US, Britain, USSR saw political 

instability after world war incident and made efforts in bringing scientists and Engineers 

from Germany to work in their weapon programs in US under a secret project namely 

“Operation paper clip”. Scientists have finally designed four different techniques after 

world war-II which were utilized now a days in Radio Astronomy, civil aviation, Space 

Technology etc. The four different technological implementation towards the RADAR 

basic working are as below 

 Pulsed Doppler RADAR 

 Mono-pulse RADAR 

 Phased Array RADAR 

 Synthetic Aperture RADAR 
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Applications: -  

1. Defence: In all the three defence wings RADAR systems find their application to detect 

the target for example 

a) Airforce:- threats like missiles, land to Air strike missiles and Enemy missiles can be 

detected. 

b) Navy:- threats like torpedoes, land to land strike missiles, enemy ships, enemy 

aircrafts etc can be detected. Sometimes different sources are used in RADAR. 

c) Army:- threats like land to land, enemy aircrafts, tankers etc can be detected. 

2. Space:  In space RADAR is used in satellites as well in spacecrafts to detect different 

space objects before they damage the base station as well as to maintain orbit track 

record some times to correct its path. 

3. Civil Aviation: In general Aircraft pilot cannot see some details of the aircraft path 

through wind shield like distance from the ground, next upcoming Airport runway, 

terrain like clutters to avoid damage especially in night while journey he is Assisted by 

the same RADAR but sometimes a different source in RADAR. 

4. Remote Sensing: from the satellite to the ground station its necessary to get info about 

the weather condition, terrain details like height, dimensions etc, sea-level RADAR 

technology is used. 

5. Law enforcement: RADAR finds its application in observing speed of vehicles as its 

important to avoid the Road accidents as well in tollgates to count the vehicles. 

Simple Block Diagram:- 

  

 The timer talks with the transmitter (which is a microwave signal gen) to 

transmit RADAR frequency towards the target. 

 The target reflects some of the energy termed as an echo towards the base 

station. 
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 The receiver utilizes sophisticated tech to identify echo from reflected S + N and 

displays only Echo signal separating the noise part. 

 Now the work of the DPU is to display the transmitted energy time slot along 

with the echo to observe distance between echo and transmitted in times of 

time on x-axis of the special CRT from where the operator can identify the range 

of target from the RADAR.   

Minimum detectable signal:- 

The Ability of the receiver to detect the original echo from the noise part of the input sinal to 

the receiver is minimum detectable signal and the notation used as Smin to represent. 

Simple Detection process 

a) As the frequency range is concerned it’s a threshold level detection process which is 

best suited as a final stage to detect the echo separating the noise from the signal part. 

b) Here an operator adjusts the threshold level manually observing the received signal. 

 

Observations and Care to take 

a) As from the above figure A, B, C are three target echo’s and while A is easily detected as 

it is highest among all returned signal echo. 

b) Echo B is also identified with a minor difficulty in threshold adjustment because of small 

amplification or may be returned path of echo is suffering losses. 

c) But a far as c is concerned the reduction in threshold further below B to recognize C as 

an echo sometimes catch a noise signal as an echo which is termed as false alarm in the 

system which resembles as echo D even though there is no D in the range 

d) So the operator has to be trained well to select such threshold level to avoid false alarm.   
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Maximum Unambiguous range:- 

Maximum unambiguous range is the range to which a transmitter pulse can travel and return to 

the RADAR before the next pulse transmission so as to ensure an echo from the target. The 

most common RADAR waveform is a train of narrow pulses.  

Range determination: 

 

          Let’s assume Td be the time taken for round trip of EM waves as like from RADAR to 

target and from target to RADAR say for example we have 

                    C =  (2* Distance)/(Td) 

                   Rmax(unamb) = (C*Td)/2  

Ground station antenna
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************************ 

RADAR frequencies:-  

Most Radar operates between 220Mhz and 35Ghz. Special purpose RADARs operates outside of 

this range. Sky wave can operate as low as 4Mhz, Ground wave operates as low as 2Mhz, 

millimeter radar operate up to 95Ghz, laser radars operate in IR and visible spectrum. Because 

of Quasi optical propagation of these waves different frequencies find their use in different 

situations as well in different Applications the below is a table of frequency bands and their 

applications. 
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Pulse Repetition Frequency: -  

• In general after every pulse transmission an echo arrives after which the next pulse is 

transmitted to the target. 

• So the Rate at which the pulses occur when the echo is at unambiguous range is called 

PRT. 

• This rate is adjusted by the designer or sometimes operator keeping different 

parameters and application of use of RADAR system in point of view as it’s adjustable. 

Range Ambiguities:- 

 When a pulse is not received the curiosity towards the extension of the time duration of 

PRT increases so as to ensure a return in echo which is called as Ambiguity as it’s a range 

we deal with its Range Ambiguity. 

 The problem arises when we deal with more than one target because in real time target 

arrive from multiple direction. 

 So if an echo arrives after the second pulse, third pulse and so on the situation is termed 

as multiple time around which is most likely requires different PRT to detect all objects. 

 It’s the minimum responsibility of the operator to know the speed of approach, distance 

of different targets with respect RADAR as well as the first short distance target (say A) 

 Practically to display all the targets in one single PRT the circuit should be able to change 

the PRT continuously at a fast rate. 
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 For an example :- 

                  1. Low PRF below 3Khz (for civilian RADAR & weather RADAR). 

                  2. Medium PRF from 3Khz to 30Khz 

                  3. High PRF above 30Khz  

RADAR equation:- 

   RADAR equation is in general represents the maximum range beyond which the target will not 

be detected by the RADAR system.  

1. The power density at a distance of R from the RADAR is equal to the transmitter power 

divided by surface area of an imaginary sphere given by 

       
��

����
   

2. RADAR employs directive antennas to channel or direct the radiated power ��  in a 

certain direction. so power density from transmitting antenna with a Gain G is given by 

  
���

����
   

3. As the target reflect some of the energy from its surface which is assumed as a sphere in 

general is received by the transmitter with an effective area �� ����� as 
��

����
  

�

����
   ��. 

4. Therefore ���� = �
������

����(��)�

�
 where ����  represents minimum detectable signal 

�� (receiver power) and ���� represents maximum RADAR range. 

5. The Larger the size of the antenna the greater will be its ability to gather the EM waves. 

Prediction of Range:- 

 From the RADAR range equation that ���� = �
������

����(��)�

�  

 In practice this equation does not predict range performance the fact is that there are 

no losses included in the expression. 

 Another fact is unpredictable nature of several factors like RCS, ���� which are 

supposed to be expressed in statistical terms factors are meteorological conditions 

along the propagation path and performance of the RADAR operator.  
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 So Range performance of RADAR cannot be determined directly as a single value like 

general terms. 
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************************ 

Receiver noise:-  

 Noise is unwanted electromagnetic energy which interferes with the ability 

of the receiver to detect the wanted signal. It may originate within the 

receiver itself or it may enter via the receiving antenna along with the 

desired signal whatever precautions are taken still there exist unavoidable 

components of noise called as thermal noise due to thermal motion of 

conduction electrons in ohmic portions of receiver input stages. 

 Total noise at the output of a receiver is considered equal to the thermal 

noise power obtained from an ideal receiver multiplied by its factor. 

 Therefore it is defined as the ratio of noise output of practical receiver to 

the noise output of ideal receiver at standard tempereature 

 
Where Ga represents available gain 

 Noise figure is a measure degradation of signal to noise ratio caused by 

component in signal chain.(i.e expressing noise factor in terms of decibels) 
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 If minimum detectable signal is a value of Si corresponding to minimum 

ratio 

 

 On substitution in RADAR range equation we have  

 

RCS: -   

RADAR cross section of the target is the Ability of the Target to reflect radar signals in 

the direction of the RADAR. 

               

In general Back scattering is a kind of phenomenon where the radio wave  energy traveling 

form the RADAR are reflected back to the RADAR from the target just as light gets reflected 

from surfaces as light is like a EM wave. The factors that determine how much energy is 

reflected are given below 

a) Target size 

b) Incident angle 

c) Reflected angle 

d) Material used by the target 

e) Polarization of incident and reflected w.r.t to orientation of target. 
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In general there are different shapes upon which different scattering can be observed non 

might be coinciding with the pattern of other but yet the the study of pattern is the same. And 

in general for simplicity all objects are considered as spheres initially unless specified. The 

below figure represent the RCS of an stealth aircraft 

 

For a general fighter aircraft the RCS with respect to Azimuth is shown in the below along with 

test center and simulation.
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For example: 

1. Sphere: In general all small objects and a different dimensional other than specified 

object shapes are assumed as Spheres to RADAR receiver. So when the Beam scans for 

the target every small object is said to be sphere including water droplets. Now based 

on the size of the object compared to the wavelength designers have categorized the 

target RCS in to three different categories which is shown below. 
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a) Rayleigh Region is the region where the size of the particle is smaller than the 

wavelength. 

b) Optical Region is the region where the size of the particle is Larger than that of the 

wavelength. 

c) Mie Region is the region where the size of the particle is equal to that of the 

wavelength. 

 

2. Cone sphere:  

 Cone sphere shape is visualized as per the direction of the aircraft traveling towards the 

RADAR is concerned. 

 So nose indicate cone and body indicates sphere. 

 Since in real time the object cannot travel exactly in front 

 With a change in the direction of the cone from the point of contact of the axis of the 

cone towards the point of intersection of the cone with the sphere there will be a 

dramatic increase in the RCS with respect to azimuth angle shown in the below slide. 

 But after the point of intersection the EM waves possess ability to sneak behind the 

sphere known as creeping wave to show additional details behaving like a Long wave 

travelling around the Earth. 

 The scattering of radio waves towards RADAR is shown in fig for a certain aircraft 

traveling from south to north.  

 The backscattering of the cone sphere are from the Tip and from the joining between 

the cone and sphere. The nose on the radar cross section is small and decreases as the 
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square of the wavelength. So in practice for low RCS nose should be sharp and surface 

should be smooth. 
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Integration of pulses:- 

• Integration is a process of summing all the echo’s that come through each scan of the 

Transmitting antenna so as to increase the detection probability. Here every search scan 

from an antenna detects the target but increase in search speed helps in ability to 

increase the detection rate.  

• Now the number of echo’s that we have to add depends on the PRT as well on the scan 

rate along with beam width related as given below  

                      ��  =  
��   �� 

��
 

�� = number of pulses  

�� = antenna beamwidth 

 �� = PRF 

�� = antenna scan rate 

• As we know that every received signal consists of noise in the system increase in signal 

echo also increases the probability of chance of getting a noise along with echo so to 

ensure a max noise reduction and successful signal detection rate we choose a pre 

detection as well post detection process. 

• Pre-detection process: 

a) Each transit pulse is sampled at a spacing equal to the Range resolution of the RADAR 

set and ADDs the return from N pulses. After it accumulates N pulses sum it perform 

Amplitude detection using a Square Law detector. 

b) The Amplitude Detection is followed by Threshold detector where the operator selects 

the threshold levels manually 

c) These signals are added in the integrator.  The specific amplitude over N pulses 

integrated by the coherent integrator is governed by the probability density function for 

the specific target type. So we can consider the output of coherent integrator as a 

return from a single pulse whose SNR is N times the SNR provided by RADAR range 

Equation. 
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 Post Detection Process: 

a) Post detection process is similar to pre-detection process except it is not a   good 

solution as it loses the phase info except 

 

b) In post detection the resultant SNR is n times less than a single pulse. This loss is due to 

non linear action of the second detector. 
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Transmitter power:- 

RADAR transmitter is designed around the selected output device: 

a) One main type of transmitter is the keyed Oscillator type. In this transmitter one stage 

or tube usually a magnetron produces the RF pulse. The Oscillator tube is keyed by a 

high-power DC pulse of energy generated by a separate unit called the modulator. This 

transmitting system is called Power Oscillator Transmitter. 

b) Power Amplifier Transmitters is used in many recently developed RADAR sets. In this 

system the transmitting pulse is caused with a small performance in a waveform 

generator. It is taken to the necessary power with an amplifier following klystron 

Amplitron. 

c) Pt refers to peak power and is not instantaneous peak power of the sine wave and is 

otherwise called as power averaged over carrier cycle which occurs at the maximum of a 

pulse. The average RADAR power is given by 
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System losses:- 

Losses in the system are due to many factors which are omitted in calculating the maximum 

range in RADAR equation. The losses reduces the signal to noise ratio at the receiver output. 

While prediction of RADAR performance these losses cannot be omitted. The below are the 

types:-  

 Plumbing losses: 

 There is always a finite loss experienced in the Transmission lines which connect the 

output of the transmitter to the antenna. 

 At the lowest RADAR frequencies the transmission line introduces little loss, unless its 

length is exceptionally long.  

 At higher RADAR frequencies attenuation may not always be small and may have to be 

taken into account. 

 Since the same TL is generally used for both receiving and transmission the loss to be 

inserted in the RADAR equation is twice the one way loss. 

 The signal suffers attenuation as it passes through the duplexer. Greater the isolation 

required from the duplexer on transmission the larger will be the insertion loss. 

 Insertion loss is meant the loss introduced when the component in this case the 

duplexer is inserted into the transmission line 
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 Beam shape losses: 

 The train of pulses returned from the target to a scanning radar are modulated in 

amplitude by the shape of the antenna beam to create a loss in beam shape. 

 A beam shape loss accounts for the fact that the maximum gain is used in the radar 

equation rather than a gain which changes from pulse to pulse. 

 let the one way power pattern be approximated by a Gaussian shape 

 
 nB is the number of pulses received within ϴB  and if n is the number of pulses 

integrated, then the beam shape loss (relative to a radar that integrated n pulses with equal 

gain) is 
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 The Beam shape loss considered above was for a beam shaped in one plane only. It 

applies to Fan Beam or to a Pencil Beam if the target passes through the center. 

 If the target passe through any other part of the beam the maximum signal will not 

correspond to the signal from the beam centre. 

 The beam-shape loss is reduced by the ratio of square of the maximum antenna gain at 

which the pulses were transmitted divided by the square of the antenna gain at the beam 

center. 

 

 Collapsing losses: 

 If the RADAR were to integrate additional noise samples along with the wanted SNR 

pulses the added noise results in a degradation called the collapsing loss.  

 It can occur in display which collapse the Range information such as the C-scope which 

displays elevation VS Azimuth angle as the echo signal competes with the other noise 

sources coming at same azimuth and same elevation from all other range interval. 

 In some 3D RADARs that display the output at all elevations on a single PPI display, the 

collapsing of the 3D RADAR information onto a 2D display results in a loss.  

 A collapsing can occur when the output of a high resolution RADAR is displayed on a 

device whose resolution is coarser than that inherent in the RADAR. 

 A collapsing loss results if the outputs of two RADAR receivers are combined and only 

one contains signal while the other contains noise. 

 Integration of m noise pulses with n signal plus noise pulses with signal to noise ratio 

per pulse (S/N)n is equivalent to the integration of m + n signal to noise pulse each with 

SNR  n*(S/N)n/(m + n). the collapsing loss in this is equal to the ratio of the integration 

loss Li for m + n pulses to the integration loss for n pulses or 

Li(m, n) = Li(m + n)/Li(n) 

 

 Operator losses: 

 When an operator is not properly trained or overloaded or distracted or tired his 

performance decreases so based on empirical and experimental results one study gives 

the operator efficiency factor as  

 
Where Pd is single scan Probability 

 It is not unusual to find no account of the operator loss being taken in the RADAR 

equation. This is the probability justified when operators are well trained and when 

automatic detections are taken in to consideration other than operator 

 So its better to take steps to correct loss in operator performance rather than tolerate it 

by including it as a loss factor in the RADR equation. 
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Envelope and False Alarm Probability

The received echo from the target consists of noise voltage whose peak value should be 

identified by the threshold detector to avoid false alarms. But in general a very large signal 

consists of noise voltages that cannot be direct

to determine its false alarm probability by using probability density function. 

 Let us assume some scenario in the receiver as show in the block diagram below

Assumption: 

 BW of IF amplifier is properly

 BV BIF/2 in order to pass all video modulation.

 The second detector and video amplifier combined to form a envelop detector is a square law detector. 

Here the noise entering the IF amplifier is Gaussian noise whose PDF is given by

here ψis the variance, the mean value is zero

the PDF of the envelope of the noise is Rayleigh PDF

RADAR systems 

 

False Alarm Probability:- 

The received echo from the target consists of noise voltage whose peak value should be 

identified by the threshold detector to avoid false alarms. But in general a very large signal 

consists of noise voltages that cannot be directly predicted so statistical analysis is considered 

mine its false alarm probability by using probability density function.  

Let us assume some scenario in the receiver as show in the block diagram below

 

BW of IF amplifier is properly chosen to pass selected frequencies only. 

/2 in order to pass all video modulation. 

The second detector and video amplifier combined to form a envelop detector is a square law detector. 

Here the noise entering the IF amplifier is Gaussian noise whose PDF is given by 

 

ce, the mean value is zero When this Gaussian noise is passed through the narrow band IF strip, 

the noise is Rayleigh PDF given by  
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The received echo from the target consists of noise voltage whose peak value should be 

identified by the threshold detector to avoid false alarms. But in general a very large signal 

ly predicted so statistical analysis is considered 

Let us assume some scenario in the receiver as show in the block diagram below 

The second detector and video amplifier combined to form a envelop detector is a square law detector.  

 

When this Gaussian noise is passed through the narrow band IF strip, 
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Here R is amplitude of the envelop of the filter output and as we see the Probability that the 

noise envelope exceed the threshold voltage is given by  

 

 

 

The average time interval between crossings of the threshold by noise alone is the false alarm 

time given by 

 

The average duration of a noise pulse is approximately the reciprocal of bandwidth and is given 

by 

 

 The plot below shows that with a small change in threshold there is a large change in 

average time between false alarm. 

 So in practice threshold is always adjusted slightly above the original level. So that to 

make sure that a small changes caused in the system will not make the RADAR to detect 

a false alarm. 
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Signal To Noise Ratio:  

For simplicity let us consider a sine wave has arrived at the receiver with an amplitude of A with 

a noise present along with the signal. The output of envelop detector has PDF of  

 

 

 

If A=0 the PDF of Envelop reduces to noise PDF alone 
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The above can be converted to power by replacing   
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Doppler Effect:-  

The Doppler effect is observed whenever the source of waves is moving with respect to an 

observer. The Doppler effect can be described as the effect produced by a moving source of 

waves in which there is an apparent upward shift in frequency for observers towards whom the 

source is approaching and an apparent downward shift in frequency for observers from whom the 

source is receding. It is important to note that the effect does not result because of 

an actual change in the frequency of the source. If the target is in motion the Range and phase of 

the echo are continually change. So a change in phase w.r.t time is equal to frequency and is 

given by  

 

 

 

CW Radar: - 

A portion of the radiated energy is intercepted by the target and is scattered back towards the 

RADAR where it is collected by the receiver antenna. If the target is in the motion with velocity 

of Vr relative to the RADAR, the received signal will be shifted in frequency from the 

transmitted frequency fo by an amount fd. If the object travels towards the RADAR the 

frequency increases by an amount of fd and if the object travels away from the RADAR the 

frequency decreases by fd. The filter amplifier is chosen very carefully in such a way that it 

should allow all low frequency Doppler components at the same time it has to reject unwanted 

DC components caused by stationary targets to next stage. The indicator is a user requirement 

that might be a audio or video indication if the audio indication is to be used the signal should be 
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heterodyned to audio range. An example to CW RADAR is Radio proximity fuze used in world 

war II for fuzing the Artillary Projectiles. 

 

 

The purpose of the doppler amplifier is to eliminate echoes from stationary targets and to 

amplify the doppler echo signal to a level where it can operate an indicating device. It might 

have a frequency-response characteristic sirnilar to that of Fig. 3.2b. The low-frequency cutoff 

must be high enough to reject tile d-c component caused by stationary targets, but yet it must 

be low enough to pass the smallest doppler frequency expected. Sometimes both conditions 

cannot be met simultaneously and a comprornise is necessary. The upper cutoff frequency is 

selected to pass higher doppler frequency expected. 

The indicator might be a pair of earphones or a frequency meter. If exact knowledge of the 

doppler frequency is not necessary, earphones are especially attractive provided the doppler 

frequencies lie within the audio-frequency response of the ear. Earphones are not only simple 

devices. but the ear acts as a selective bandpass filter with a passband of the order of 50 Hz 

centered about the signal frequency. 
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Isolation between Transmitter and receiver:- 

A single antenna serves the purpose of transmission and reception in the simple CW radar 

described above. In principle, a single antenna may be employed since the necessary isolation 

between the transmitted and the received signals is achieved via separation in frequency as a 

result of the doppler effect. In practice, it is not possible to eliminate completely the transmitter 

leakage. However, transmitter leakage is not always undesirable. A moderate amount of leakage 

entering the receiver along with the echo signal supplies the reference necessary for the detection 

of the doppler frequency shift. If a leakage signal of sufficient magnitude were not present, a 

sample of the transmitted signal would have to be deliberately introduced into the receiver to 

provide the necessary reference frequency. 

There are two practical effects which limit the amount of transmitter leakage power which 

can be tolerated at the receiver. These are  

(1) the maximum amount of power the receiver input circuitry can withstand before it is physically   

damaged or its sensitivity reduced (burnout) and  

(2) the amount of transmitter noise due to hum, microphones, stray pick-up, and instability which 

enters the receiver from the transmitter. The additional noise introduced by the transmitter 

reduces the receiver sensitivity. Except where the CW radar operates with relatively low 

transmitter power and insensitive receivers, additional isolation is usually required between the 

transmitter and the receiver if the sensitivity is not to be degraded either by burnout or by 

excessive noise. 

The amount of isolation required depends on the transmitter power and the accompanying transmitter 

noise as well as the ruggedness and the sensitivity of the receiver. For example, if the safe value of power 

which might be applied to a receiver were 10 mW and if the transmitter power were I kW, the isolation 

between transmitter and receiver must be at least 50 dB. The largest isolations are obtained with two 

antennas-one for transmission, the other for reception-physically separated from one another. 

Isolations of the order of 80 dB or more are possible with high-gain antennas. The more directive 

the antenna beam and the greater the spacing between antennas, the greater will be the' isolation. 

When the antenna designer is restricted by the nature of the application, large isolations may not 

be possible. For example, typical isolations·between transmitting and receiving antennas on 

missiles might be about 50 dB at X band, 70 dB at K band and as low as 20 dB at L band.  

Metallic baffles, as well as absorbing material, placed between the antennas can provide 

additional isolation. 
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NON Zero IF Receiver:- 

The Receiver of the simple CW radar of Fig. 3.2 is in some respects analogous to a 

superheterodyne receiver. Receivers of this type are called homodyne receivers, or 

superheterodyne receivers with zero IF. The function of the local oscillator is 

replaced by the leakage signal from the transmitter. Such a receiver is simpler than one 

with a more conventional intermediate frequency since no I F amplifier or local oscillator 

is required. However, the simpler receiver is not as sensitive because of increased noise at 

the lower intermediate frequencies caused by flicker effect. Flicker-effect noise occurs in 

semiconductor devices such as diode detectors and cathodes of vacuum tubes. The noise 

power produced by the flicker effect varies as where a is approximately unity. This is 

in contrast to shot noise or thermal noise, which is independent of frequency. Thus, at the 

lower range of frequencies (audio or video region), where the doppler frequencies usually 

are found, the detector of the CW receiver can introduce a considerable amount of flicker 

noise, resulting in reduced receiver sensitivity. For short-range, low-power, applications 

this decrease in sensitivity might be tolerated since it can be cornpensate & by a modest 

increase in antenna aperture and/or additional transmitter power. But for maximum 

efficiency with CW radar, the reduction in sensitivity caused by the simple Doppler 

receiver with zero IF, cannot be tolerated.  
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Receiver Bandwidth:-  

One of the requirements of the doppler-frequency amplifier in the simple C W radar (Fig. 3.2) or 

the I F amplifier of the sideband superheterodyne (Fig. 3.4) is that it be wide enough to pass the 

expected range of doppler frequencies. In most cases of practical interest the expected range of 

doppler frequencies will be much wider than the frequency spectrum occupied by the signal 

energy. Consequently, the use of a wideband amplifier covering the expected dopplcr range will 

result in an increase in noise and a lowering of the receiver 5ensitivity. If the frequency of the 

doppler-shifted echo signal were known beforehand, a narrowband filter-one just wide enough to 

reduce the excess noise without eliminating a significant amount of signal energy-might be used. 

If the waveform of the echo signal were known, as well as its carrier frequency, the matched 

filter could be specified as outlined in See. 10.2. Several factors tend to spread the CW signal 

energy over a finite frequency band. These must be known if an approximation to the bandwidth 

required for the narrowband Doppler filter is to be obtained. If the received waveform were a 

sine wave of infinite duration, its frequency spectrum would be a delta function (Fig. 3.5a) and 

the receiver bandwidth would be infinitesimal. But a sine wave of infinite duration and an 

infinitesimal bandwidth cannot occur in nature.  
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The more normal situation is an echo signal which is a sine wave of finite rather than 

infinite duration. The frequency spectrum of a finite-duration sine wave has a shape of the form 

 where fo and delta are the frequency and duration of the sine wave, 

respectively, and f is the frequency variable over which the spectrum is plotted (Fig. 3.5b) 

Practical receivers can only approximate this characteristic. In many instances, the echo is not a 

pure sine wave of finite duration but is perturbed by fluctuations in cross section, target 

accelerations, scanning fluctuations, etc., which tend to 

 

broaden the bandwidth still further. Some of these spectrum-broadening effects are considered 

below. Assume a CW radar with an antenna beamwidth of ��, deg scanning at the rate of �� 

deg/s. The time on target (duration of the received signal) is . Thus the signal is of 

finite duration and the bandwidth of the receiver must be of the order of the reciprocal of the 

time on target ,. Although this is not an exact relation, it is a good enough approximation 

for purposes of the present discussion. In addition to the spread of the received signal spectrum 

caused by the finite time on target, the spectrum may be further widened if the target cross 

section fluctuates. The fluctuations widen the spectrum by modulating the echo signal. In a 

particular case, it has been reported that the aircraft cross section can change by 15 dB for a 

change in target aspect of as little as 1/3 deg. The echo signal from a propeller-driven aircraft can also 

contain modulation components at a frequency proportional to the propeller rotation. The spectrum 

produced by propeller modulations is-more like that produced by a sine-wave signal and its 

harmonics rather than a broad, white-noise spectrum.  
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The frequency range of propeller modulation depends upon the shaft-rotation speed and 

the number of propeller blades. It is usually in the vicinity of 50 to 60 Hz for World War I1 

aircraft engines. This could be a potential source of difficulty in a CW radar since it might mask 

the target's doppler signal or it might cause an erroneous measurement of doppler frequency. In 

some instances, propeller modulation can be of advantage. It might permit the detection of 

propeller-driven aircraft passing on a tangential trajectory, even though the doppler frequency 

shift is zero. The rotating blades of a helicopter and the compressor stages of a jet engine can 

also result in a modulation of the echo and a widening of the spectrum that can degrade the 

performance of CW doppler radar. 

 If the target's relative velocity is not constant, a further widening of the received signal spectrum 

can occur. If ��  is the acceleration of the target with respect to the radar, the signal will occupy a 

bandwidth 
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When the doppler-shifted echo signal is known to lie somewhere within a relatively wide band of 

frequencies, a bank of narrowband filters (Fig. 3.6) spaced throughout the frequency range permits a 

measurement of frequency and improves the signal-to-noise ratio. Bandwidth of each individual filter 

is wide enough to accept the signal energy, but not so wide as to introduce more noise than need 

be. The center frequencies of the filters are staggered to cover the entire range of doppler 

frequencies. A bank of narrowband filters may be used after the detector in the video of the 

simple CW radar of Fig.3.2 instead of in the IF. The improvement in signal-to-noise ratio with a 

video filter bank is not as good as can be obtained with an IF filter bank, but the ability to 

measure the magnitude of doppler frequency is still preserved. Because of fold over, a frequency 

which lies to one side of the IF carrier appears, after detection, at the same video frequency as 

one which lies an equal amount on the other side of the IF. Therefore the sign of the doppler shift 

is lost with a video filter bank, and it cannot be directly determined whether the doppler 

frequency corresponds to an approaching or to a receding target.  

Applications of CW Radar: 

1) Measurement of relative velocity of moving target. 

2) Rate climb meter for vertical takeoff aircraft like helicopter. 

3) Control of traffic lights. 

4) Regulation of toll booths. 

5) Antilock braking system. 

6) Speedo meter in Railways. 

7) Ship docking in dockyard. 
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Range and doppler measurement. In the frequency-modulated C W radar (abbreviated 

FM-CW), the transmitter frequency is changed as a function of time in a known manner. 

Assume that the transmitter frequency increases linearly with time, as shown by the solid line 

in Fig. 3.10. If there is a reflecting object at a distance R, an echo signal will return after a time 

T = 2R/c. The dashed line in the figure represents the echo signal. If the echo signal is 

heterodyned with a portion of the transmitter signal in a nonlinear element such as a diode, a 

beat note fb will be produced. If there is no doppler frequency shift, the beat note (difference 

frequency) is a measure of the target's range and fb= fc, where fr. is the beat frequency due only 

to the target's range. If the rate of change of the carrier frequency is fo, the beat frequency is 

                                                      

In any practical CW radar, the frequency cannot be continually changed in one direction 

only. Periodicity in the modulation is necessary, as in the triangular frequency-modulation 

waveform shown in Fig. 3.10b. The modulation need not necessarily be triangular; it can be 

sawtooth, sinusoidal, or some other shape. The resulting beat frequency as a function of time is 

shown in Fig. 3.10c for triangular modulation. The beat note is of constant frequency except at 

the turn-around region. If the frequency is modulated at a rate fm over a range delta f, the beat 

frequency is 
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A block diagram illustrating the principle of the FM-CW radar is shown in Fig. 3.11. A 

portion of the transmitter signal acts as the reference signal required to produce the beat 

frequency. It is introduced directly into the receiver via a cable or other direct connection. 

 

Block diagram and characteristics 

 

In the above, the target was assumed to be stationary. If this assumption is not applicable, 

a doppler frequency shift will be' superimposed on the FM range beat note and an erroneous 

range measurement results. The doppler frequency shift causes the frequency-time plot of the 

echo signal to be shifted up or down (Fig. 3.12a). On one portion of the frequency-modulation 
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cycle. the heat frequency (Fig, 3.12b) is increased by the doppler shift, while on the other 

portion. it is decreased. If. for example, the target is approaching the radar, the beat frequency 

fb(UP) produced during the increasing, or up, portion of the FM cycle will be the difference 

between the beat frequency due to the range fr and the doppler frequency shift fd [Eq. (3.l2a)]. 

Similarly, on the decreasing portion, the beat frequency fb{down) is the sum of the two 

[Eq.(3.12b)] 

 

 

FM-CW Altimeter:- 

The FM-CW radar principle is used in the aircraft radio altimeter to measure height above the 

surface of the earth. The large backscatter cross section and the relatively short ranges required 

of altimeters permit low transmitter power and low antenna gain. Since the relative motion 

between the aircraft and ground is small, the effect of the doppler frequency shift may usually be 

neglected.  

The band from 4.2 to 4.4 GHZ is reserved for radio altimeters, although they have in the 

past operated at UHF. The transmitter power is relatively low and can be obtained from a CW 

magnetron, a backward-wave oscillator, or a reflex klystron, but these have been replaced by the 

solid state transmitter. The altimeter can employ a simple homodyne receiver, but for better 

sensitivity and stability the superheterodyne is to be prefered whenever its more complex 
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construction can be tolerated. A block diagram of the FM-CW radar with a sideband 

superheterodyne receiver is shown in Fig. 3.13. A portion of the frequency-modulated 

transmitted signal is applied to a mixer along with the oscillator signal. The selection of the 

local-oscillator frequency is a bit different from that in the usual superheterodyne receiver. The 

local-oscillator frequency F(IF) should be the same as the intermediate frequency used in the 

receiver, whereas in the conventional superheterodyne the LO frequency is of the same order of 

magnitude as the RF signal. The output of the mixer consists of the varying transmitter 

frequency fo(t) plus two sideband frequencies, one on either side of fo(t) and separated from fo(t) 

by the local-oscillator frequency. 

 

A target at short range will generally result in a strong signal at low frequency, while one at long 

range will result in a weak signal at high frequency. Therefore the frequency characteristic of the 

low-frequency amplifier in the FM-CW radar may be shaped to provide attenuation at the low 

frequencies corresponding to short ranges and large echo signals. Less attenuation is applied to 

the higher frequencies, where the echo signals are weaker. The echo signal from an isolated 

target varies inversely as the fourth power of the range, as is well known from the radar equation. 

With this as a criterion, the gain of the low frequency amplifier should be made to increase at the 
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rate of 12 dB/octave. The output of the amplifier would then be independent of the range, for 

constant target cross section. Amplifier response shaping is similar in function to sensitivity time 

control (STC) employed in conventional pulse radar. However, in the altimeter, the echo signal 

from an extended target such as the ground varies inversely as the square (rather than the fourth 

power) of the range. 

Multiple frequency CW Radar:- 

Although it has been said in this chapter that CW radar does not measure range, it is possible 

under some circumstances to do so by measuring the phase of the echo signal relative to the 

phase of the transmitted signal. Consider a CW radar radiating a single-frequency sine wave of 

the form sin 2pifo(t). (The amplitude of the signal is taken to be unity since it does not influence 

the result.) The signal travels to the target at a range R and returns to the radar after a time 

T = 2R/c. where c is the velocity of propagation. The echo signal received at the radar is 

sin [2pifo(t - T)]. If the transmitted and received signals are compared in a phase detector, 

the output is proportional to the phase difference between the two and is 

                                                            =  

 The phase difference may therefore be used as a measure of the range, or  

 

The region of unambiguous range may be extended considerably by utilizing two separate 

CW signals differing slightly in frequency. The unambiguous range in this case corresponds to 

a half wavelength at the difference frequency. The transmitted waveform is assumed to consist of 

two continuous sine waves of frequency f1 and f2 separated by an amount delta f. For 

convenience, the amplitudes of all signals arc set equal to unity. The voltage waveforms of the 

two components of the transmitted signal are given below as  
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Where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are arbitrary (constrait) phase angles. The echo signal is shifted in frequency  

by the doppler effect.  

 

 

Since the two RF frequencies f 1  and f 2 are approximately the same. Therefore we may write 

fd1=fd2=fd. 

The receiver separates the two components of the echo signal and heterodynes each received 

signal component with the corresponding transmitted waveform and extracts the two doppler-

frequency components given below: 

 

The phase difference between these two components is 

 

However, there is a limit to the value of del f since del ϕ cannot be greater than 2pi radians if 

the range is to remain unambiguous given by 

 

 

 


